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Abstrat: We examine the relationship between domesti saving and the

urrent aount in developing ountries. Our three main �ndings are that: (i)

domesti saving has a small e�et on the urrent aount; (ii) domesti sav-

ing has a signi�ant positive e�et on the trade balane � this e�et is muh

larger than the e�et that domesti saving has on the urrent aount; (iii)

domesti saving has a signi�ant negative e�et on net-urrent transfers. We

use ountries in the sub-Saharan Afrian region as a laboratory for an instru-

mental variables approah. The IV approah enables to obtain estimates of

ausal e�ets. Underlying the IV approah is the signi�ant positive �rst-stage

response of domesti saving to plausibly exogenous annual rainfall: an unan-

tiipated, transitory supply-side shok. We onstrut a small open-eonomy

DSGE model with debt adjustment osts and endogenous urrent transfers to

math the empirial �ndings. The model enables to examine the relationship

between domesti saving and the urrent aount for di�erent types of shoks.

An important message of our paper is that, for developing ountries, estimates

of the relationship between domesti saving and domesti investment are not

informative for answering the question how domesti saving a�ets a ountry's

aumulation of net foreign assets.
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1 Introdution

The relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount is an im-

portant topi in open eonomy maroeonomis. At least sine Feldstein and

Horioka (1980), there has been a large amount of researh done on this topi.

Already at the early stage of researh, the question arose how to interpret and

ompare the empirial �ndings to the preditions from theoretial models (see

e.g. Obstfeld, 1986). Results of least-squares regressions that the empirial

literature doumented are silent about what types of shoks are driving the

variation in domesti saving. For example: are these permanent or transitory

shoks; demand or supply-side shoks; antiipated or unantiipated? This is a

key issue when relating empirial results to preditions from theoretial models.

In all theoretial models, one has to speify the type of shok that is ausing

the variation in domesti saving. Another, separate issue is that estimation

of a ausal e�et of domesti saving on the urrent aount is ompliated by

the endogeneity of domesti saving. Identifying exogenous shoks to domesti

saving in maroeonomi data is di�ult.

Our ontribution to the literature is threefold. First, we provide least squares

estimates of the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount

for a large panel of developing ountries that overs approximately half of the

world's population and spans about half a entury. We report least squares esti-

mates separately for di�erent regions in the world; regions are de�ned aording

to the World Bank lassi�ation. The relationships established from the least

squares regressions are interesting, but interpreting them as ausal or ompar-

ing them to a model is not straightforward. To enable ausal interpretation

we use an instrumental variables approah. This is our seond ontribution to

the literature. The instrument for domesti saving is rainfall: an unantiipated,

transitory supply-side shok. The IV analysis is on�ned to sub-Saharan Afrian

ountries, for reasons desribed below. For the sub-Saharan Afrian region we

an ompare least squares to IV estimates. We an ompare least squares es-

timates for di�erent regions, to see whether the least squares estimates are

di�erent between the sub-Saharan Afrian region and other developing regions

in the world. Our third ontribution to the literature is to build a DSGE model

with endogenous urrent transfers. The model delivers preditions of the re-

lationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount. For a transitory

produtivity shok like rainfall, we an ompare the model's preditions to the

instrumental variables estimates. Beyond omparison purposes, the theoretial

model enables us to generate preditions of the relationship between domesti

saving and the urrent aount for other types of shoks, suh as hanges in

interest rates on external debt or trend TFP, for whih, at the urrent date of

writing, there is no learly exogenous, ountry-spei� instrument available so

that a ausal relationship an be estimated.

There are three main results from the least squares regressions: (i) in de-

veloping ountries the e�et of domesti saving on the urrent aount is small

and, for some regions, statistially indistinguishable from zero; (ii) there is a

signi�ant positive and quantitatively sizable e�et of domesti saving on the
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trade balane; (iii) a signi�ant negative e�et of domesti saving on net-urrent

transfers. We show that these results hold in developing ountries aross dif-

ferent regions in the world. For developing ountries, there is a substantial

di�erene in the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount,

and domesti saving and the trade balane. We doument that this di�erene

is spei� to developing eonomies. For developed eonomies, i.e. High Inome

Countries as de�ned by the World Bank, least squares regressions show that

there is no substantial di�erene in the relationship between domesti saving

and the urrent aount, and domesti saving and the trade balane.

In the instrumental variables regressions, we use year-to-year variations in

rainfall to study how a transitory, exogenous, and unantiipated supply-side

shok to GDP a�ets the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent

aount. We onstrut instrumental variables estimates for a panel of 41 sub-

Saharan Afrian (SSA heneforth) ountries during the period 1980-2009. The

IV approah is spei� to the group of SSA ountries. In SSA the agriultural

setor is relatively large: the average agriultural GDP share is about one-third,

and over two-thirds of the population is employed in agriulture (World Bank,

2017). It is well doumented that year-to-year variations in rainfall have a

signi�ant e�et on SSA ountries' year-to-year GDP growth (e.g. Miguel et al.

2004, Brükner and Cione, 2011). The novelty in this paper is to realize that

beause rainfall is a transitory shok to GDP, the permanent inome hypothesis

predits that domesti saving should respond signi�antly to this shok as well.

Indeed our panel model estimates show a highly signi�ant positive e�et of

rainfall on domesti saving. A ten perent above ountry-mean inrease in the

level of rainfall inreases the domesti saving rate by around 1 perentage point.

The main �nding from the instrumental variables analysis is that domesti

saving has a quantitatively small and statistially insigni�ant e�et on the ur-

rent aount. Controlling for ountry �xed e�ets, ountry-spei� linear time

trends, and year �xed e�ets the oe�ient on domesti saving in the urrent

aount equation is around 0.0 with a standard error of around 0.2. In papers on

the Feldstein-Horioka puzzle, see the disussion below, the dependent variable

is domesti investment. When the dependent variable in the IV estimation is

domesti investment, the estimated oe�ient on domesti saving is around 0.5;

signi�antly di�erent from zero and signi�antly smaller than unity. That is:

about half of domesti saving is hanneled into domesti apital aumulation.

If one would have foused, exlusively, on the relationship between domesti sav-

ing and domesti investment, as has been ommon pratie in previous papers

on the Feldstein-Horioka puzzle, then one might have reahed the following on-

lusion: about half of domesti saving is used to inrease net-laims on foreign

assets. That would not have been the right onlusion for developing ountries.

A diret approah to answering the question how domesti saving of de-

veloping ountries a�ets their net laims on foreign assets is to have in the

eonometri model as dependent variable the urrent aount (or the hange

in net foreign assets). Estimation of that model shows that domesti saving

has a small, near-zero, e�et on the urrent aount. An important message is

thus: for developing ountries it is in general not true that, in any given period,
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when domesti saving exeeds domesti investment there will be an inrease in

net-laims on foreign assets.

When we look at the omponents of the urrent aount, we �nd that the

e�et of domesti saving on net exports is signi�antly positive and quantita-

tively quite large. The instrumental variables regressions yield a oe�ient in

the net export equation on domesti saving that is around 0.5. For net urrent

transfers, IV estimation yields a negative and signi�ant oe�ient on domesti

saving of around -0.6. Hene, the signi�ant positive response of net exports

to domesti saving is in line with the predition from the basi model of the

intertemporal approah to the urrent aount; however, the urrent aount

response is far o�.

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the relationship between domesti

saving and the urrent aount, we develop a small open-eonomy DSGE model

for a typial SSA ountry. The SSA ountry faes transitory and persistent

domesti produtivity shoks, foreign output shoks and interest rate shoks.

The SSA ountry reeives an endogenous transfer that we all aid. Following

Carter et al. (2015) the dynami aid alloation is an outome of a maximization

problem: the donor ountry alloates aid suh that global welfare is maximized.

The SSA ountry has aess to international bond markets; however, it faes

osts to adjusting its net foreign asset position as in Neumeyer and Perri (2005)

and Uribe and Yue (2010). The SSA ountry an also invest in its domesti

apital stok. There is, thus, a trade-o� that the SSA ountry faes with regard

to alloating domesti saving: diminishing returns to sale of investing in the

domesti apital stok, and osts to adjusting external debt.

In the model, a transitory produtivity shok in the SSA ountry inreases

output on impat. Consumption is smoothed. The onsumption smoothing

implies that the transitory produtivity shok leads to an inrease in domesti

saving. Domesti saving is alloated between net exports and domesti invest-

ment. Net exports signi�antly inrease; however, there is no similarly large

inrease of the urrent aount. The reason for this is that foreign aid (i.e., net

urrent transfers) reats ounter-ylially to the domesti produtivity shok.

In the model, the optimal aid poliy of the rih donor ountry presribes

that aid �ows to SSA ountries inrease when the SSA ountries are hit by a

negative produtivity shok. The response of aid �ows to positive and negative

shoks is symmetri, i.e. aid �ows derease when the SSA eonomy is hit by

a positive produtivity shok. The response of aid �ows is almost as large as

the response of net exports. Hene, the response of the urrent aount to a

transitory produtivity shok is negligibly small, as shown by the estimates of

the eonometri model. The theoretial model shows that if aid is exogenous,

i.e. does not reat to domesti produtivity shoks, the urrent aount beomes

more pro-ylial, and onsumption is muh more volatile.

Our model is minimalisti, in the sense, that the only frition assumed is a

ost to adjusting external debt. This frition is important to repliate our em-

pirial �ndings. The smaller the debt adjustment ost, the larger the orrelation

between the urrent aount and domesti saving. The reason for this is that

when the debt adjustment ost is small it is desirable to smooth onsumption
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by adjusting debt. In that ase foreign aid is, endogenously, almost aylial.

And the orrelation between domesti saving and net urrent transfers is near

zero. � There is a large positive orrelation between domesti saving and the

urrent aount; and this orrelation is nearly as large as the orrelation be-

tween domesti saving and net exports. On the other hand, with very large

debt adjustment osts, the orrelation between domesti saving and the urrent

aount is lose to zero; foreign aid is strongly ounterylial; the orrelation

between domesti saving and net exports is positive and nearly as large as for

the ase of small debt adjustment osts.

Identi�ation of shoks is ruial. In the model, only transitory produtivity

shoks generate a near-zero orrelation between domesti saving and the urrent

aount. Persistent domesti produtivity and foreign output shoks generate

a negative orrelation between domesti saving and the urrent aount. If the

volatility of output in the small open eonomy is driven by TFP trend (87%) and

transitory (13%) domesti output shoks, as suggested by Aguiar and Gopinath

(2007), then aording to our model domesti saving and the urrent aount

should be negatively orrelated. For transitory shoks to the interest rate on

external debt, as in Garia-Cio et al. (2010), our model predits that the

orrelation between domesti saving and the urrent aount should be positive.

A key insight from the model is, thus, that the relationship between domesti

saving and the urrent aount ritially depends on the types of shoks that

the maroeonomy faes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we

relate our work to the existing literature. Setion 3 presents stylized fats, i.e.

desriptive statistis and least squares estimates. Setion 4 disusses results

from instrumental variables regressions. Setion 5 introdues the DSGE model.

Calibration of the model is desribed in Setion 6. Setion 7 ontains a disussion

of the impulse responses to the di�erent shoks. Setion 8 onludes.

2 Related Literature

In a widely-ited paper, Luas (1990) noted that there is not muh private

apital �owing from rih to poor ountries.

1

Reent empirial papers have

on�rmed the Luas paradox (e.g. Alfaro et al. 2008; Papaionnou, 2009). The

most salient explanation are appropriative institutions: in poor ountries private

property is not seure. Thus, despite apital being relatively sare the net (i.e.

risk-adjusted) return to private apital is relatively low. If fous is exlusively

on international �ows of private apital then, indeed, it seems as if �nanial

globalization is on�ned to developed ountries (Mishkin, 2007).

However, while private apital �ows to poor ountries are small there are

substantial urrent transfers to poor ountries in form of foreign aid and workers'

remittanes. Current transfers are part of the urrent aount. In the Ely

Leture entitled �Globalization and Its Challenges�, Fisher (2003) noted the

1

The �ow of apital may even be in the other diretion, i.e. there is apital �ight, from

poor to rih ountries as pointed out by Tornell and Velaso (1992).
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importane of urrent transfers for developing ountries: in partiular, at the

time of writing, Fisher noted that aid �ows are substantial when measured

relative to developing ountries' GDP; for the poorest ountries, aid �ows are

muh larger in volume than private apital �ows.

Why does this matter? One of the main bene�ts of international trade is

risk sharing. A poor ountry that is hit by a negative, exogenous shok to

output may want to smooth onsumption by inreasing imports. By keeping

onsumption smooth in the presene of ountry-spei� output shoks, vis-a-vis

hanges in the trade balane, welfare in the poor ountry is higher relative to

the ase of autarky.

2

How an the inrease in imports be �naned? One way to �nane the imports

is through foreign aid or remittanes.

3

Using year-to-year variation in rainfall

as a transitory shok to output, Bruekner and Gradstein (2013) showed that

for sub-Saharan Afrian ountries there is substantial onsumption smoothing

at the maro level.

4

The rainfall shok indues a signi�ant positive orrelation

between output and the trade balane, and a signi�ant negative orrelation be-

tween output and net urrent transfers. The �nding of signi�ant onsumption

smoothing for poor ountries is surprising: at the very least, the mehanism

is di�erent to the one desribed in the lassi hapter on the intertemporal

approah to the urrent aount that an be found in the Handbook of Inter-

national Eonomis (Obstfeld and Rogo�, 1995).

5

The Handbook hapter model predits that, a poor ountry hit by a negative

transitory produtivity shok smoothes onsumption by inreasing imports of

goods produed in another (possibly rih) ountry. The inrease in the poor

ountry's trade de�it is �naned by borrowing from the rih ountry, i.e. there

is an inrease in net �nanial liabilities. However, developing ountries fae risk

premia on external debt in the international bond markets; and for many of the

poorer ountries, these risk premia an be exessive (see e.g. the disussion in

Fisher (2003), or Mishkin (2007)). Thus, substantial onsumption smoothing

through the trade balane is unlikely to be �naned vis-a-vis inreases in external

debt (or, more generally, as we will show, inreases in net foreign liabilities).

6

2

In the presene of domesti �nanial fritions, whih, as noted in the above ited papers

are severe, the poor ountry would not be able to smooth onsumption under autarky.

3

Chinn and Prasad (2003, p.71) brie�y noted the plausibility of foreign aid �naning a

trade de�it but did not explore further the impliations that this has for the relationship

between domesti saving and the urrent aount.

4

Bruekner and Gradstein do not present estimates of the relationship between domesti

saving and the urrent aount. They also do not provide a DSGE model that enables to

study dynami e�ets, and how other types of shoks (e.g. interest rate or trend produtivity

shoks) a�et the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount in developing

ountries when urrent transfers are ounterylial.

5

Kraay and Ventura (2000) proposed a �new rule� to the urrent aount: the hange in the

urrent aount is equal to the hange in domesti saving times the ratio of net foreign assets

to wealth. Tille and Van Winoop (2010) argue that this new rule only holds with one-way

apital �ows. The new rule is supported by ross-setion evidene but not by the within-

ountry evidene, as doumented by Kraay and Ventura (2003). Tille and Van Winoop

(2010) write that �It [the ross-setion evidene℄ is fundamentally distint from the new rule,

whih is about the dynami response to temporary inome shoks�.

6

For many developing ountries external debt is not ounterylial as predited by the
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The above matters for answering an important question in international �-

nane: What is the e�et of domesti saving on the hange in net-laims on

other ountries' apital? Feldstein and Horioka (1980) were the �rst to empiri-

ally doument that, for OECD ountries, there is a strong positive orrelation

between domesti saving and domesti investment. Or alternatively by noting

the de�nition of domesti saving, S≡Y −C−G = I+NX , that the relationship

between domesti saving and the trade balane is not that strong. This would

be onsistent with home bias in investment for developed ountries.

The seminal paper by Feldstein and Horioka (1980) foused on OECD oun-

tries. A deade later, Bahetta and Feldstein (1991), and others, see e.g. Sinn

(1990), Tesar (1991), Baxter and Cruini (1993) and referenes therein, on-

�rmed the initial �ndings of Feldstein and Horioka: there is a strong positive

orrelation between domesti saving and domesti investment for OECD oun-

tries. Sine the 1980s that orrelation has been on the deline; for the 2000s

it is lose to zero, see e.g. Blanhard and Giavazzi (2002) or Giannone and

Lenza (2010). The Feldstein-Horioka �nding is one of the major puzzles in open

eonomy maroeonomis (Obstfeld and Rogo�, 2000).

7

For developing ountries, estimating the relationship between domesti sav-

ing and domesti investment (or alternatively net exports) does not provide a

satisfatory answer to the question how domesti saving a�et hanges in net-

laims on other ountries' apital. The urrent aount omprises not only net

exports but also net urrent transfers. If there is a negative orrelation between

domesti saving and net urrent transfers, then domesti saving and net exports

may be substantially positively orrelated; but there may not be a substantial

positive orrelation between domesti saving and the urrent aount. As we

will show in the following setions, for developing ountries, greater domesti

saving may not lead to signi�ant inreases in net laims on foreign assets �

even when the e�et of domesti saving on net exports is signi�antly greater

than zero.

3 Stylized Fats

3.1 Desriptive Statistis

Table 1 provides means and medians of urrent aounts (as a share of GDP)

in developing ountries of di�erent regions in the world. The data are from

the World Bank's (2017) World Development Indiators. We all a ountry

�developing� if in 2016 its GNI per apita was less than USD12000. This is the

basi version of the intertemporal approah to the urrent aount. Arezki and Bruekner

(2012a,b) doumented this for the speial ase of international ommodity prie windfalls;

whih end up to a large extent in the hands of government, i.e. the �sal setor. Tornell and

Lane (1998) point to voraious rent-seeking in ountries with weak legal-politial institutions

as an explanation for why a positive terms of trade shok may lead to a urrent aount

deterioration.

7

For a paper that points to a Feldstein-Horioka puzzle in emerging eonomies, see Chang

and Smith (2014).
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threshold above whih, aording to the World Bank, ountries are lassi�ed as

High Inome Countries. The time period overed is 1960-2016, i.e. the longest

possible period given available data from the World Bank.

From Table 1, one an see that on average developing ountries: (i) ran

urrent aount de�its; (ii) trade de�its; (iii) and were net reipients of urrent

transfers. Comparing the trade de�it (Panel A) to the urrent aount de�it

(Panel B) one an see that the former is quite a bit larger than the latter. For

the average developing ountry, the urrent aount de�it is about two to three

times the size of the trade de�it. Net urrent transfers are an important part

of developing ountries' urrent aounts omprising around 5 to 10 perent of

GDP. One an also see from the desriptive statistis in Table 1 that developing

ountries in the sub-Saharan Afrian regions are not substantially di�erent from

developing ountries of other regions with regard to the eonomi importane

of net urrent transfers, the size of the trade de�it, and the urrent aount

de�it.

For the �rst three deades sine the 1960s, foreign aid wa the most important

omponent of net urrent transfers; however, in the past two deades workers'

remittanes have beome inreasingly important (Yang, 2013). In sub-Saharan

Afria, the GDP share of aid reeived is about twie as large as the GDP share

of remittanes reeived, see Table 2. With regard to the omposition of net

urrent transfers, sub-Saharan Afrian ountries are somewhat di�erent to other

developing ountries. In South Asia and Latin Ameria migrant remittanes

are about as large as foreign aid; in North Afria and the Middle East migrant

remittanes as a share of GDP are about twie as large as the GDP share of

foreign aid.

3.2 Least Squares Regressions

Table 3 reports least squares estimates. The right-hand-side variable is the gross

domesti saving rate. The dependent variables are the GDP shares of the urrent

aount (olumn (1)), net-exports (olumn (2)), net urrent transfers (olumn

(3)), aid reeived (olumn (4)), and remittanes reeived (olumn (5)). The

di�erent panels show estimates for di�erent developing regions: sub-Saharan

Afria (panel A), South Asia (panel B), Latin Ameria (panel C), East Asia

and Pai� (panel D), and North Afria and Middle East (panel E).

The �rst main result is that there is only a weak relationship between domes-

ti saving and the urrent aount. In only two of the �ve developing regions is

the oe�ient on the domesti saving rate signi�antly positive. For those two

regions, the oe�ient is far from unity: around 0.2 for sub-Saharan Afria and

around 0.4 in Latin Ameria. In South Asia and the Middle East and North

Afria the oe�ient on the domesti saving rate is not signi�antly di�erent

from zero; while in East Asia and the Pai� it is signi�antly negative, around

-0.2.

The seond main result is that there is a strong positive relationship be-

tween domesti saving and the trade balane. When the dependent variable

is the GDP share of net exports, the oe�ient on the domesti saving rate is
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positive and signi�antly di�erent from zero in all �ve developing regions. The

largest oe�ients on the domesti saving rate are in Latin Ameria, the Middle

East and North Afria, and sub-Saharan Afria; 0.7 and 0.6, respetively. This

suggests that there is a substantial positive o-movement between the trade

balane and the domesti saving rate in these developing regions. In other de-

veloping regions the o-movement is not as strong, but it is still positive and

signi�antly di�erent from zero. In East Asia and the Pai� the oe�ient on

the domesti saving rate is around 0.5, while in South Asia it is around 0.4. If

one were to interpret these estimates in a ausal way then one would say that,

roughly, about half of domesti saving is used to inrease the domesti apital

stok (i.e. domesti investment); the other half of the domestially produed

goods and servies that are not onsumed are exported.

The third stylized fat is that there is a substantial negative orrelation

between domesti saving and net urrent transfers. In all �ve developing re-

gions, the oe�ient on the domesti saving rate is signi�antly negative when

the dependent variable is the GDP share of net urrent transfers. The largest

oe�ients (in absolute value) are obtained for sub-Saharan Afria, East Asia

and the Pai�, and South Asia. In those regions, a one perentage inrease in

the domesti saving rate is assoiated with a derease in the GDP share of net

urrent transfers of around 0.4 to 0.5 perentage points. In Latin Ameria, and

North Afria and the Middle East, it's somewhat less; around 0.3 to 0.2 per-

entage points. Thus, when domesti saving in developing ountries inreases

net urrent transfers to these ountries derease and vie versa. This is true for

foreign aid and remittanes. I.e. there is a signi�ant negative orrelation be-

tween domesti saving and foreign aid, see olumn (4), and a signi�ant negative

orrelation between domesti saving and remittanes reeived, see olumn (5).

Looking at the size of the estimated oe�ients, it appears that the negative

relationship between domesti saving and foreign aid is slightly stronger than

the relationship between domesti saving and remittanes.

Table 4 shows that the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent

aount is not the same for developing and developed ountries. From olumn

(1) of Table 4 one an see that in developed ountries the oe�ient on the

domesti saving rate is around 0.6. In developing ountries the oe�ient on

the domesti saving rate is around 0.1, see olumn (3) of Table 4. One an rejet

the hypothesis that in olumns (1) and (3) the oe�ients on the domesti saving

rate are equal to eah other at the 1 perent signi�ane level. In developed

ountries there is a strong positive o-movement between domesti saving and

the urrent aount; but not so in developing ountries.

Table 4 also shows that the relationship between domesti saving and the

trade balane is similar in developing and developed ountries. From olumns

(2) and (4), one an see that the oe�ient on the domesti saving rate is around

0.6. In developed ountries, the o-movement between domesti saving and net-

exports is similar to the o-movement between domesti saving and the urrent

aount. However, this is not the ase for developing ountries. Intuitively, the

reason for why in developing ountries there is no substantial di�erene in the

o-movement between domesti saving and the urrent aount and domesti

8



saving and net-exports is that the urrent transfers that developed ountries

make to developing ountries are small relative to developed ountries' GDP

(less than 1 perent).

There is a di�erene between domesti saving and gross saving. Aording

to the World Bank's World Development Indiators: Gross Domesti Saving

= GDP - Final Consumption Expenditure. This is the standard de�nition of

domesti saving. The papers ited in Setion 2 on the Feldstein-Horioka puzzle

use domesti saving as the explanatory variable. The WDI has a variable alled

gross saving that inludes net urrent transfers, i.e. gross saving = GNI � Final

Consumption Expenditure + Net Current Transfers. When we use gross saving

as the right-hand-side variable we �nd that the relationship between gross saving

and the urrent aount is positive and quantitatively sizable in developing

ountries. See olumn (3) of Appendix Table 1. However, the relationship

between gross saving and net exports is virtually zero, see olumn (4).

8

This is

beause net exports and net urrent transfers are strongly negatively orrelated

in developing ountries: when a developing ountry reeives a transfer from

abroad this �nanes imports, whih are then onsumed.

Table 5 douments that in developing ountries there exists a signi�ant neg-

ative relationship between net urrent transfers and net exports (Panel C); and

a signi�ant positive relationship between net urrent transfers and onsump-

tion, in partiular, household onsumption and to a smaller extent government

onsumption (Panels A and B).

4 Sub-Saharan Afria as a Laboratory

In this setion we disuss results from an instrumental variables approah that

exploits the signi�ant response of domesti saving to year-to-year rainfall. The

IV approah is suitable for the sub-Saharan Afrian region: the average SSA

eonomies' agriultural setor is large, over half of the workfore are urrently

employed in agriulture and about one-quarter of GDP is generated by the agri-

ultural setor. Of the �ve developing regions overed in the previous setion,

sub-Sahara Afria is the region with the largest agriultural setor.

9

In what

follows, we will �rst provide a disussion of the estimation framework, and then

disuss the empirial results obtained by the instrumental variables approah.

4.1 Estimation Framework

As in Setion 3, the estimating equation relates the GDP ratio of the urrent

aount, CAct, (and its omponents) to gross domesti saving saled by GDP,

8

In developed eonomies, the distintion between gross domesti saving and gross saving

does not matter muh when relating these variables to the urrent aount and net exports,

see olumns (1) and (2) of Appendix Table 1.

9

Barrios et al. (2010) show that the signi�ant e�et of rainfall on GDP is limited to the

sub-Saharan Afrian region; in no other developing region in the world is there a signi�ant

e�et.
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DomesticSavingct:

CAct = αc + βct+ γt + θDomesticSavingct + uct (1)

where αc are ountry �xed e�ets; βct are ountry-spei� linear time trends;

γt are year �xed e�ets; and uct is an error term.

It is important to note that beause we ontrol for ountry �xed e�ets we

identify the e�et of domesti saving on the urrent aount from the within-

ountry variation of the data. In other words, we do not use average ross-

ountry di�erenes in domesti saving and the urrent aount to identify the

relationship. Average ross-ountry di�erenes in domesti saving and the ur-

rent aount are likely to be a onsequene of an array of fators, some of whih

are di�ult to measure, suh as ethni divisions, soial norms, and trust; all

of these are likely to a�et saving and possibly the urrent aount beyond

saving. In addition to the eonometri issue that using average ross-ountry

di�erenes to identify the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent

aount gives rise onerns regarding omitted variables bias, the DSGE models

available do not readily allow to inorporate these deep ountry harateristis

as key features for studying the relationship between domesti saving and the

urrent aount.

Given that in our estimating equation we identify the relationship between

domesti saving and the urrent aount from the within-ountry variation of

the data, it is important to realize that (in the absene of endogeneity bias)

the least squares estimate, θLS , in equation (1) re�ets the average response

of the urrent aount to domesti saving. That is, least squares provides an

estimate of the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount

based on an average of di�erent types (e.g. persistent vs. transitory) shoks that

are induing the within-ountry variation in domesti saving. For omparison

of the eonometri estimates to theoretial models it is ruial to have a lear

understanding of the type of shok that is induing the variation in domesti

saving.

In the group of sub-Saharan Afrian ountries, year-to-year variations in

rainfall are known to have signi�ant e�ets on aggregate output (e.g. Miguel

et al. 2004; Brükner and Cione, 2011).

10

The AR(1) oe�ient of year-

to-year variations in rainfall is less than 0.1. Thus, not only do we have an

exogenous shok to aggregate output at hand; we also have a shok to output

that is of transitory nature.

Under the exlusion restrition that rainfall only a�ets the urrent aount

through its e�et on domesti saving, instrumental variables estimation of equa-

tion (1) aptures the ausal e�et that transitory, output-indued variation in

domesti saving has on the urrent aount. In the instrumental variables esti-

mation, the seond-stage equation is simply equation (1), while the �rst-stage

10

Our data on year-to-year variations of rainfall are from the National Aeronautis and

Spae Administration (NASA) Global Preipitation Climatology Projet (GPCP), version 2.1

(Adler et al., 2003). All other data are from the World Bank's World Development Indiators

(2017).
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equation is:

DomesticSavingct = ac + bct+ dt + ηRainfallct + ect (2)

where Rainfallct is the log of annual rainfall in ountry c and year t. Note

that we are using in the regression variations in rainfall, and not an indiator

variable for droughts or �oods. In order to ensure that our results are not driven

by extreme weather events, we exlude the top and bottom 5th perentile of

ountry-spei� rainfall observations from all regressions.

We note that for the purpose of omparing the empirial results to the

preditions from the theoretial model, it su�es to look at the redued-form

responses. That is, it su�es to look at the GDP-saled net exports response

as well as the urrent aount, net transfers, and domesti saving responses to

rainfall � and ompare the magnitude of the responses with eah other. This is

beause, observing a large redued-form e�et of rainfall on net exports relative

to the redued-form e�et of rainfall on, say, net urrent transfers is diretly

omparable with the size of the theoretial impulse response of net exports to a

produtivity shok relative to the theoretial impulse of net urrent transfers to

that produtivity shok. In other words, any saling issues related to the size of

the rainfall shok and how that rainfall shok a�ets individually the variables

will not a�et the magnitude of the relative responses.

In light of the above point, it is useful to reall that the IV estimator is

simply the ratio of the redued-form oe�ient over the �rst-stage oe�ient

(see e.g. Wooldridge, 2002; this is, of ourse, only true for an exatly identi�ed

model as we are estimating). Formally, the IV estimator in equation (1) is:

θIV = λ
η

where λ is the e�et of rainfall on the urrent aount that is obtained from the

redued-form regression:

CAct = fc + gct+ ht + λRainfallct + wct (3)

For omparison to the preditions from the model, the seond-stage oe�ient,

θIV , should therefore be interpreted as the redued-form e�et of rainfall on the

urrent aount relative to the �rst-stage e�et that rainfall has on domesti

saving.

4.2 Empirial Results

4.2.1 Two-Stage Least Squares Estimates

In this setion we disuss two-stage least squares estimates of the relationship

between the urrent aount and domesti saving. The urrent aount response

to domesti saving is quantitatively muh smaller than the net export response.

This an be seen from the estimates in olumns (1) and (2) of Table 6. Column

(1) of Table 6 shows that in sub-Saharan Afrian ountries domesti saving has

an insigni�ant e�et on the urrent aount. The seond-stage oe�ient on
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the domesti saving rate is 0.04 and its standard error is 0.23. In olumn (1)

one annot rejet the hypothesis that the seond-stage oe�ient on domesti

saving is equal to zero at the onventional signi�ane levels (p-value 0.86). One

an rejet the hypothesis that it is equal to unity a the 1 perent level (p-value

0.00). In olumn (2), where the dependent variable is net-exports, two-stage

least squares estimation yields a oe�ient on the domesti saving rate that is

around 0.54 with a standard error of around 0.28. One an rejet the hypothesis

that the seond-stage oe�ient is equal to zero (unity) at the 5 (10) perent

level. Quantitatively, the estimated oe�ient suggests that, on average, a one

perentage point inrease in the domesti saving rate leads to an inrease in

the net exports to GDP ratio of about half a perentage point. The di�erene

in oe�ients between olumns (1) and (2) is around 0.5. Thus, if one would

have foused on the urrent aount only one might have mistakenly onluded

that there is no signi�ant relationship between domesti saving and net trade

of goods and servies.

The reason why the urrent aount response to domesti saving is quantita-

tively muh smaller than the net-export response is that there is a statistially

signi�ant and quantitatively large negative response of net urrent transfers to

domesti saving. This an be seen from the estimates reported in olumn (3) of

Table 6. The seond-stage oe�ient on the domesti saving rate is -0.61 and

has a standard error of 0.25. Quantitatively, the estimated oe�ient implies

that, on average, a one perentage point inrease in the domesti saving rate is

assoiated with a roughly 0.6 perentage points derease in the GDP ratio of

net urrent transfers. In other words, net urrent transfers are strongly nega-

tively a�eted by domesti saving. From olumns (5) and (6) one an see that

domesti saving has a signi�ant negative e�et on reeipts of foreign aid; there

is no signi�ant e�et on reeipts of migrants remittanes.

11

To omplete the piture, Table 7 reports the e�et that domesti saving has

on asset aumulation. The main message from Table 7 is that domesti saving

leads to aumulation of domesti apital, and there are no signi�ant e�ets

on private or o�ial assets held in the rest of the world. Column (1) of Table 7

reports two-stage least squares estimates of the e�et that domesti saving has

on gross �xed apital formation. The seond-stage oe�ient on the domesti

saving rate is around 0.4. One an rejet the hypothesis that the estimated

oe�ient is equal to zero at the 5 perent signi�ane level (p-value 0.05); the

hypothesis that it is equal to unity one an rejet at the 1 perent signi�ane

level (p-value 0.01). Quantitatively, the interpretation is that a one perentage

points inrease in the domesti saving rate inreases the ratio of gross �xed

apital formation over GDP by around 0.4 perentage points; i.e. about half of

11

This is onsistent with the �nding in Arezki and Bruekner (2012) that, on average,

rainfall has no signi�ant e�et on reeipt of remittanes in sub-Saharan Afria. Arezki and

Bruekner show that the e�et depends on the development of domesti �nanial markets,

i.e. the GDP share of domesti redit to the private setor. In ountries where domesti

redit to the private setor is extremely sare remittanes are proylial, onsistent with

an investment motive; i.e. remittanes exploit high returns to apital. In ountries where

domesti redit to the private setor is relatively abundant, remittanes are ounterylial,

onsistent with a onsumption smoothing motive.
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domesti saving is used to build up the domesti apital stok.

There are no signi�ant e�ets of domesti saving on aumulation of net-

foreign assets. This is the ase if one onsiders only FDI, see olumn (2) of

Table 7; or the total net �ows of private apital, i.e. the sum of net foreign

diret investment plus portfolio investment, see olumn (3) of Table 7. Domesti

saving has no signi�ant e�et on o�ial reserve assets, see olumn (4). And

there are no signi�ant e�ets of domesti saving on the sum of gross bond

issuane, bank lending and new equity plaement (i.e. gross in�ows of �nane

from international apital markets), see olumn (5). Column (6) shows that

domesti saving has no signi�ant e�et on the year t-1 to t hange in the total

external debt stok. Resonating the results for the urrent aount, olumn

(7) shows that the oe�ient on domesti saving is quantitatively small and

statistially indistinguishable from zero when the dependent variable is the year

t-1 to t hange in net foreign assets.

4.2.2 Impulse Responses

Figure 1 plots the impulse responses of the di�erent maroeonomi variables

to a rainfall shok. The impulse responses are obtained from a dynami panel

model that inludes the lagged dependent variable on the right-hand side of the

estimating equation. Control variables are ountry �xed e�ets, ountry-spei�

time trends, and year �xed e�ets.

The rainfall shok is transitory. This an be seen from the impulse response

plotted in the bottom-right panel of Figure 1. After one year the impulse re-

sponse is right bak to zero: of the initial positive shok in year t=0 (set equal

to 1 perent of rainfall) the following year's rainfall is only 0.07 perent higher.

The rainfall shok signi�antly inreases GDP on impat and e�ets are

visible for only a few years after. Spei�ally, the impulse response funtion

shows that a one perent inrease in rainfall inreases GDP in the same year

by around 0.06 perent. After about three years, the e�et is still positive and

signi�antly di�erent from zero; around 0.03 perent. That is, the half-life of

the rainfall shok on GDP is around three years. Not all of the initial inrease in

GDP is onsumed. The on�dene bands for the impulse response of household

onsumption to the rainfall shok inlude zero in all periods. Domesti saving

signi�antly inreases on impat, and the e�ets of the rainfall shok on domesti

saving are visible a few years thereafter. The half life of domesti saving is

slightly less than that of GDP, though after rounding, there is no substantial

di�erene, i.e. it's about three years.

Part of the domesti saving is used to inrease the domesti apital stok.

From the impulse response funtion, one an see that there is an inrease in

domesti investment in response to the rainfall shok. The rainfall shok's

e�et on domesti investment has a relatively short half-life of about one year.

The impat inrease in domesti investment is about half the size of the impat

inrease in domesti saving.

The dynami e�ets of the rainfall shok on the urrent aount are quantita-

tively small and statistially indistinguishable from zero. The on�dene bands
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around the impulse response funtion for the urrent aount inlude zero in

all periods. Net exports signi�antly inrease on impat � by about as muh,

as net urrent transfers derease. The rainfall shok has only a small positive

e�et on net fator inome. The e�et of rainfall on net fator inome is about

one-quarter of the e�et that rainfall has (in absolute value) on any of the two

other omponents of the urrent aount, i.e. the trade balane or net urrent

transfers.

In terms of dynamis, the impulse responses onverge bak to zero relatively

quikly. After about �ve years, the e�et of the initial rainfall shok on the

omponents of the urrent aount is near zero, i.e. less than 5 perent of

the impat e�et. The half-life of the response of the urrent aount and its

omponents to a rainfall shok is quite short. After about one year (t=1) half of

the rainfall shok's impat on the urrent aount and its omponents dissipated.

The dynami e�ets of the rainfall shok on the hange in external debt are

quantitatively small and statistially indistinguishable from zero. The on�-

dene bands around the impulse response funtion for the hange in external

debt inlude zero in all periods. Qualitatively, the rainfall shok leads to a

derease in external debt. Quantitatively, the e�et is very small � less than

one-�fth (in absolute value) of the e�et that the rainfall shok has on impat on

net-exports. From the impulse response funtion, one an see that after about

one year (t=1) the e�et of the initial rainfall shok on external debt is near

zero. The period t=1 e�et is less than 20 perent of the period t=0 e�et.

Thus, not only is the e�et of the rainfall shok on external debt quantitatively

small, the e�et is also very short lived.

5 Model

The goal of this setion is to develop a simple, small-open-eonomy DSGE model

that an math the empirial �ndings of the previous setion. Our model in-

ludes a Sub-Saharan Afrian (SSA) eonomy that engages in agriultural pro-

dution. This eonomy reeives aid transfers from a Donor eonomy (developed

ountry); these transfers are deided endogenously. The Donor ountry solves

a dynami aid alloation problem as in Carter et al. (2015). The SSA eonomy

also has aess to international bond markets, where it issues a one-period bond

at a risk premium. The model, even though minimalisti in design, will deliver

a rih set of insights regarding the relationship between domesti saving and the

urrent aount.
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An alternative to the minimalisti model present here would be to build a model of a two-

setor eonomy with traded and non-traded setors, where shoks to agriulture are modeled

as shoks to the traded setor. An even riher framework would inlude three setors: traded

agriulture, traded manufaturing and non-traded servies. We have tried both alternative

approahes. The results are qualitatively the same and are available upon request. We would

like to thank two anonymous referees for suggesting the minimalisti approah.
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5.1 SSA Eonomy

Households in the SSA eonomy are in�nitely lived and maximize the disounted

stream of future utilities from onsumption:

max
{Ct,It,Dt+1}∞

t=1

E0

∞
∑

t=1

βt−1C
1−σ
t − 1

1− σ

where Ct denotes onsumption in period t. Households have aess to two types

of assets, physial apital and an internationally traded bond. To ease exposi-

tion we assume that the apital stok is owned entirely by domesti residents.

Households have three soures of inome: wages, apital rents, and interest in-

ome on �nanial asset holdings. Eah period, the household alloates wealth

to purhases of the onsumption good, purhases of the investment good, and

purhases of �nanial assets. The period-by-period budget onstraint in terms

of traded goods is:

Ct + It +Dt(1 + rt) + Ψ(Dt+1) =WtL− UtKt +Dt+1 −
Xt

Ls
D1 given, (4)

where budget out�ows stand on the left-hand-side and budget in�ows stand on

the right-hand-side. Dt denotes the household's maturing debt in period t, rt
denotes the net interest rate faed by domesti residents in �nanial markets

whih is exogenous to the domesti agents and Dt+1 is a new foreign debt taken

out in period t. It denotes gross domesti investment in the stok of physial

apital Kt, Ut denotes the rental rate of apital and Wt denotes the wage rate.

Labor is supplied inelastially, and without a loss of generality we normalize

L = 1. Xt is the net urrent aid transfer from the Donor eonomy, expressed in

per apita terms; and Ls is the population of SSA relative to Donor.

Following Neumeyer and Perri (2005) and Uribe and Yue (2010), households

fae osts of adjusting external debt.
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Debt adjustment osts eliminate the

unit root in the dynamis of standard formulations of the small open eonomy

model.

14

The debt-adjustment ost funtion Ψ(D) is assumed to be onvex and

to satisfy Ψ(D) = Ψ′(D) = 0, for some D > 0. In partiular, we assume the

quadrati osts of adjustment of the form:

Ψ(Dt) =
ψ

2
(Dt −D)2.

13

These authors develop models in whih ountry risk spreads are stohasti and inter-

at with �nanial imperfetions.The debt adjustment ost an be deentralized as follows.

Suppose that �nanial transations between domesti and foreign residents require �nanial

intermediation by domesti, ompetitive banks. They apture funds from foreign investors at

the ountry rate rt and lend to domesti agents at the rate rd
t
. In addition, banks fae op-

erational osts, Ψ(Dt), that are inreasing and onvex in the volume of intermediation. The

problem of domesti banks is then to hoose the volume Dt so as to maximize pro�ts, whih

are given by rd
t
[Dt − Ψ(Dt)] − rtDt, taking as given rd

t
and rt. It follows that the interest

rate harged to domesti residents is given by r
d
t
= rt

1−Ψ′(Dt)
. Bank pro�ts are assumed to

be distributed to domesti households in a lump-sum fashion.

14

Shmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003) ompare a number of standard alternative ways to indue

stationarity in the small open eonomy framework and onlude that they all produe virtually

idential impliations for business-yle �utuations.
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The adopted funtional form ensures stationarity of the external debt level in a

log-linear approximation of the model and also rules out Ponzi-sheme optimal

debt paths. Capital aumulates aording to the standard law of motion:

Kt+1 = It + (1− δ)Kt K1 given, (5)

where δ is the rate of depreiation of physial apital. The �rst-order onditions

with respet to onsumption, tomorrow's apital and tomorrow's debt yield

respetively:

C−σ
t − λt = 0 (6)

βEt[λt+1(1 − δ + Ut+1)]− λt = 0 (7)

λt[1− ψ(Dt+1 − D̄)]− βEt[λt+1(1 + rt+1)] = 0, (8)

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier assoiated with the budget onstraint 4 and

represents the shadow prie of onsumption. Firms operate under perfet om-

petition. They employ immobile labor and hire apital to maximize pro�ts, and

produe output with a Cobb-Douglas, onstant returns to sale tehnology:

Yt = εYt K
α
t , (9)

where εYt is a produtivity shok to the SSA output. The optimal alloation of

the fators labor and apital will be suh that the wage rate equals the marginal

produt of labor and the rental rate of apital equals the marginal produt of

apital:

Wt = (1− α)εYt (Kt)
α

(10)

Ut = αεYt (Kt)
α−1. (11)

5.2 Donor eonomy

We follow the benhmark version of the model by Carter et al. (2015) where

dynami aid alloation is postulated as a problem of weighted global welfare

maximization. In partiular, a utilitarian, forward-looking soial planner seeks

to maximize a weighted average of welfare in the Donor eonomy and in the

SSA eonomy. The planner deides on an optimal path of urrent transfers,

antiipating that onsumption and investment deisions in the SSA eonomy

will be made by an optimizing household.

The planer of the Donor eonomymaximizes the following objetive funtion:

max
{CD

t
,Xt}∞

t=1

Eo

∞
∑

t=1

βt−1

(

(CD
t )1−σ

− 1

1− σ
+ φLs

(Ct)
1−σ

− 1

1− σ

)

,
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subjet to SSA's budget onstraint 4, SSA's Euler equation derived from 6, 7

and Donor's resoure onstraint:

CD
t +Xt = εDt , (12)

where CD
t is per apita onsumption of the Donor household, Xt is the interna-

tional aid �ow introdued earlier in equation 4, φ is the relative weight that the

Donor plaes on SSA household's utility. For simpliity, we assume the same risk

aversion σ and time preferenes β in SSA and Donor eonomies and that the rel-

ative population Ls does not hange over time. To isolate dynami endogenous

responses of aid subjet to shoks in the SSA eonomy we shut down dynami

apital aumulation in the Donor eonomy and assume instead, for simpliity,

that the household in the Donor eonomy reeives stohasti, i.i.d. endowments

εDt . It is straightforward to relax these assumptions, but it is beyond the sope

of this paper.

The hoie of aid will matter through intertemporal budget onstraints, re-

duing onsumption in the Donor eonomy and relaxing the budget onstraint

of the SSA eonomy. The Donor's problem is postulated as a weighted global

average maximization, whih allows us to study how optimal aid poliies arise

endogenously, in partiular, how those poliies respond to shoks in SSA. This

formulation also provides a mapping between generosity φ and optimal apital

aumulation and prodution deisions in SSA. Aid is distributed to SSA house-

holds, who are too small to internalize the e�ets of their ations on the optimal

aid poliies, and, hene, take Xt as given.

The �rst order onditions of the Donor's maximization problem read:

(CD
t :) (CD

t )−σ
− ξDt = 0

(Xt :) − ξDt + ξSt = 0

(CD
t :) φC−σ

t − ξSt + σC−σ−1
t [ζt − ζt−1(1 − δ + Ut−1)] = 0 ∀t>1

ζ−1 = 0,

where βtξDt , βtξSt and βt−1ζt are Lagrangemultipliers assoiated with the Donor

resoure onstraint, the SSA budget onstraint and the SSA Euler equation,

respetively. The dynamis of the problem are governed by two mehanisms.

The �rst one is the onvergene to the steady-state from some arbitrary initial

onditions. The seond one are the dynamis inside the stohasti steady-state

in response to exogenous shoks. Carter et al. (2015) study the �rst mehanism

without onsidering stohasti disturbanes. We, on the other hand, fous on

the seond, and so we assume away initial onvergene dynamis. Donor and

SSA eonomies are in their respetive stohasti steady states, whih implies

that ζt = ζt−1∀t. In the stohasti steady state the optimal aid is governed by

the following intratemporal ondition:
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(CD
t )−σ = φ(Ct)

−σ. (13)

The above framework is also suitable to study the problem of endogenous

remittanes from abroad. In suh ontext, the Donor ountry an be interpreted

as domesti residents living abroad that are about the utility of the family left

behind with φ representing the intensity of domesti ties.

15

5.3 De�nitions

We now de�ne the remaining model ounterparts in the following way: domesti

saving is:

St = Yt − Ct, (14)

the trade balane is

NXt = Yt − Ct − It −Ψ(Dt+1), (15)

and the urrent aount is the sum of net exports, net fator inome and net

urrent transfers

CAt = NXt − rtDt +
Xt

Ls
. (16)

5.4 Exogenous shoks

The model is a dynami system of 13 variables (Ct, It,Wt, Ut, Xt, Yt, λt, C
D
t , Dt,Kt, St, NXt, CAt)

governed by 13 equations 4-16, subjet to three exogenous shoks: a produ-

tivity shok in SSA εYt , an endowment shok in Donor εDt , and an interest rate

shok εRt . We assume that the interest rate evolves aording to:

rt+1 = r̄ + ρRrt + εRt ,

where ρR is the parametrized persistene of the interest rate shok and r̄is
alulated to math the average steady-state level of interest rate paid by SSA

eonomies on their external debt.

6 Calibration

The parameters in the benhmark model are alibrated to mimi a typial sub-

Saharan Afrian ountry and are presented in Table 8. For the alibration of

the model the time unit is one year. We use standard values in the literature

for the relative risk aversion σ = 2 and the apital share in prodution α = 0.3.

15

An alternative to studying endogenous remittanes would be to develop a model where

eah household has members living domestially and members that an deide to live abroad

along the lines of Mandelman and Zlate (2012). Sine empirially in SSA aid is larger than

remittanes, we deided to pursue the above framework, that an �exibly inorporate both

narratives.
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Using Penn World Tables 9.0 (Feenstra et.al., 2015) we set the depreiation

rate at 7 perent per year and relative output in SSA to USA at 6 perent,

while the steady-state produtivity in SSA eonomy is normalized to one. We

�x the relative population Ls to 1.1 using the population of 996 million in

Sub-Saharan Afria (World Population Prospets) and the population of 901

million in developed ountries (see also Carter et.al. (2015)), although it should

be noted that this parameter ould be normalized to one without a loss of

generality, sine what matters is the relative size of φ/Ls. We set φ = 0.0038 to
math the average aid in�ow of 12% of SSA output as reported in Table 2.

The time disount fator β is set to 0.8, whih is lower than usual values of

above 0.9 used in the alibrated models of developed eonomies. Aguiar and

Gopinath (2007) argue that for studies of developing eonomies with risky debt

signi�antly lower values should be used, and use an even lower value of β = 0.8
for quarterly time units. Our alibration results in a risk-adjusted interest rate

of 25%.

We use equation 16 and grand ratios of urrent aount to output

CA
Y =

−0.07, net exports to output

NX
Y = −0.15 reported in Table 1 and aid to out-

put

X/Ls

Y = 0.12 reported in Table 2. Using this, we alibrate D̄ = 0.1556 to be
onsistent with r = 25%. This leaves us with one free parameter, the adjust-

ment osts of debt. We set ψ = 0.2 so that the implied marginal propensity to

onsume equals 0.3 when the aid hannel is shut o�. Higher values of ψ do not

inrease the MPC muh further, while lower values of ψ indue slow, ounterfa-

tual onvergene of foreign debt, whih motivates households to ounterfatually

save big proportions out of transitory inome. Shmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003)

use muh lower values of ψ (i.e., 0.00074 to 0.001). However, it should be noted

that: i) their framework inludes a riher set of fritions, while in our model ψ
by onstrution approximates for all fritions faed by households, and ii) their

alibration targets developed eonomies, while fritions in developing eonomies

are widely believed to be muh more severe. Also, empirially we observe that

external debt does not reat to rainfall indued variations in output and domes-

ti saving (see Table 7), whih is a manifestation of severe fritions in the SSA

eonomies. Hene, we �nd a value of ψ = 0.2 a reasonable �t for the model. In

what follows, we assess robustness of the model's preditions to variations in ψ.
We set the AR(1) oe�ient for a transitory produtivity shok equal to 0.1.

We additionally study the responses of the SSA eonomy to other transitory

shoks: to output in the Donor eonomy and to the interest rate; the AR(1)

oe�ient for these shoks is also set to 0.1. For persistent produtivity shoks to

SSA output we set the AR(1) oe�ient equal to 0.9. Sine shoks are modeled

as unexpeted, one o� disturbanes, their volatilities do not need to be alibrated

as they do not enter into households' expetations. To ensure onvergene of the

interest rate bak to its steady-state, given the above persistene, we alulate

r̄ = (1 − ρr)r = 0.225. To failitate omparison between empiris and theory,

we alibrate the size of eah shok to give a 0.07 perent inrease in output on

impat (i.e. the estimated e�et that rainfall has on GDP on impat).
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7 Results

In Figure 2 we present the impulse responses of the SSA eonomy to a transitory

produtivity shok. The responses of output and onsumption are measured in

perent deviation from the steady-state, while responses of all other variables are

measured in perentage points of GDP deviations from the steady-state. Solid

lines show responses of variables in the model with endogenous foreign aid. The

patterns in Figure 2 repliate the empirial responses depited in Figure 1 both

qualitatively and quantitatively. The theoretial responses of domesti saving,

the urrent aount, net urrent transfers, net exports and net fator inome

losely mimi their data ounterparts.

In terms of dynamis, the produtivity shok inreases output on impat and

domesti agents inrease saving to smooth onsumption. Domesti investment

inreases temporarily due to the short-lived nature of the shok.

16

The inrease

in the domesti saving rate leads to an inrease in net exports. However, the

inrease in net exports does not lead to a similar inrease in the urrent aount

balane. The model shows that this ours due to the reation of net urrent

transfers (or, equivalently for the SSA eonomy, foreign aid). In the data we see

that foreign aid dereases after a positive, transitory positive shok to output

indued by inreased rainfall. In the model aid is deided by a benevolent

planner loated in the rih Donor eonomy. The optimal aid poliy presribes

that aid �ows to the SSA inrease after a transitory negative produtivity shok,

and that they derease after a positive, transitory shok to produtivity. The

response of aid �ows is, in absolute value, almost as large as the response of

net exports; as a result, the response of the urrent aount is negligible, as in

the data. Similarly to the data, the inrease in domesti saving redues only

slightly the amount of foreign debt. This in turn leads to negligible inreases in

net fator inome, while onsumption, remains almost unhanged.

Aording to the benhmark DSGE model, a 1 perentage points inrease

in the domesti saving rate � due to a transitory produtivity shok � inreases

the GDP ratio of the urrent aount by around 0.1 perentage points. This is

very lose to the estimated e�et shown in olumn (1) of Table 6. Hene, the

benhmark DSGE model repliates the main empirial �nding qualitatively and

quantitatively.

7.1 Endogenous vs. Exogenous Foreign Aid

In this setion we disuss the role that the endogenous response of foreign aid

to domesti shoks in the aid-reipient ountry has for the key maro variables

of interest. In Figure 2 we plot, using dashed lines, impulse responses of an

identially alibrated model, albeit with �xed (i.e. exogenous) foreign aid.

17

The hange, and only hange, we make to the benhmark model is to swith

16

Note that the investment response reverses quikly. This is beause we have not assumed

apital or investment adjustment osts to smooth out the investment responses as we opted

for minimizing the fritions assumed in the model.

17
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o� the Donor eonomy blok; we alibrate aid to be equal to 12% of domesti

output. One an see from the impulse response that in this version of the

model aid does not respond to shoks in the aid-reipient ountry, i.e. aid is

�exogenous� or ��xed�; alternatively, one an say that foreign aid is aylial, that

is, foreign aid does not respond to shoks whih a�et output in the aid-reipient

ountry.

Output responds in the same manner to a produtivity shok when foreign

aid is assumed to be �xed as in the benhmark model with endogenous aid.

What behaves very di�erently though, is private onsumption. In the absene

of ounterylial foreign aid, and subjet to fritions in the international asset

markets, onsumption smoothing is less pronouned: i.e., onsumption inreases

more on impat due to a transitory produtivity shok when aid is aylial

than when aid is ounterylial; and when foreign aid is aylial the response

of onsumption to the produtivity shok is more persistent than when aid is

ounterylial. Thus, ounterylial foreign aid enables signi�ant onsumption

smoothing in the developing eonomy.

The response of domesti saving to a transitory produtivity shok is less

pronouned in the model when foreign aid is exogenous. This is beause on-

sumption responds more strongly when aid is aylial. There is a larger adjust-

ment of external debt. That is, a positive transitory produtivity shok leads to

a larger derease in external debt when foreign aid is aylial then when foreign

aid is ounterylial. Due to the presene of adjustment osts of external debt,

there is a smaller inrease in net-exports. Net fator inome inreases slightly

more.

Overall, in the model where foreign aid is exogenous the e�et of domesti

saving on the urrent aount is larger than when aid is endogenous. For the

ase of exogenous aid, the model predits that a 1 perentage point inrease

in the domesti saving rate inreases the GDP ratio of the urrent aount

by around 0.4 perentage points. This e�et is about four times larger than

in the model where foreign aid, endogenously, responds ounterylially to the

transitory produtivity shok.

7.2 Debt Adjustment Costs

In this setion we assess the impliations that debt adjustment osts have for

the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount. Figure 3

shows impulse response funtions for two alternative senarios: high and low

debt adjustment osts, i.e. ψ = 0.99 and ψ = 0.001.
The behavior of output and domesti saving is una�eted by the hoie of

ψ. Not surprisingly, the most a�eted variable is external debt. When there

are large debt adjustment osts, the response of external debt to a transitory

produtivity shok is very small. On the other hand, when debt adjustment

osts are small external debt is strongly ounterylial; and onvergene bak

to the steady-state is muh slower: � both of these features are at odds with the

data. The empirial impulse responses show that the response of external debt

to a rainfall shok is very small and that the impulse response onverges bak
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to zero very quikly.

The response of external debt a�ets the response of net fator inome.

The larger the debt adjustment ost the smaller is the response of net fator

inome to a transitory produtivity shok. Foreign aid ounterats the debt (and

hene net fator inome) responses: When households annot intertemporarily

substitute through debt, due to high debt adjustment osts, optimal behavior

of the Donor ountry entails a stronger ounterylial reation of transfers

in order to enable onsumption smoothing in the developing eonomy. Instead,

when debt adjustment osts are low, the inrease in domesti saving that follows

as a response to the transitory produtivity shok has only a small e�et on

domesti investment; intertemporal substitution is ahieved through adjusting

debt; and foreign aid moves little, as it is redundant in enabling onsumption

smoothing. It is the di�erent responses of net fator inome and foreign aid in

the ounterfatual senario drives the di�erene in the response of the urrent

aount.

In sum: With high debt adjustment osts, variations in domesti saving that

are indued by a transitory produtivty shok have only a small e�et on the

urrent aount. When debt adjustment osts are small, there is a substantial

e�et of domesti saving on the urrent aount. Spei�ally, for ψ = 0.001,
the model predits that on impat (t=0), for a transitory produtivity shok,

a 1 perentage point inrease in the domesti saving rate inreases the urrent

aount to GDP ratio by around 0.04 perentage points. For ψ = 0.99 this e�et
is around 0.62 perentage points.

7.3 Persistene of the Produtivity Shok

The distintion between transitory and persistent shoks is ruial for under-

standing the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount. In

our empirial analysis, we used plausibly exogenous variations in year-to-year

rainfall to provide an estimate of the ausal relationship between domesti sav-

ing and the urrent aount that emerges from a transitory produtivity shok.

In Figure 4 we depit impulse responses delivered by the model when the pro-

dutivity shok is persistent. Spei�ally, the impulse responses are generated

for a produtivity shok that follows an AR(1) proess; the AR(1) oe�ient is

set equal to 0.9.

Expeting long-lasting inreases in produtivity, households in SSA substan-

tially invest in domesti apital. The persistent produtivity shok has a positive

e�et on domesti saving. The key takeaway for the ase of endogenous aid is

this: the persistent produtivity shok indues a near one-to-one relationship

between domesti saving and domesti investment; however, there is a nega-

tive relationship beween domesti saving and the urrent aount. The reason

why the urrent aount deteriorates following a positive produtivity shok is

that foreign aid dereases. Consumption in the model with endogenous (i.e.

ounterylial) foreign aid is smooth.

When foreign aid is exogenous (i.e. aylial), a persistent produtivity

shok indues a positive response of onsumption, i.e. there is less onsumption
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smoothing relative to the ase of endogenous aid. Consequently, the response of

domesti saving is smaller when foreign aid is exogenous. When aid is exogenous,

a persistent produtivity shok indues, on impat, an inrease in domesti

investment that is larger than the inrease in domesti saving; the impat e�et

on the urrent aount is negative, as is the e�et on net exports. In ontrast

when aid is endogenous net exports inrease on impat while the urrent aount

deteriorates. This shows that, even qualitatively, in terms of the sign of the

e�et, the urrent aount response an be di�erent from the trade balane

response when foreign aid is endogenous.

7.4 Other Shoks

The disussion in the previous setion highlighted the importane of shok iden-

ti�ation. The relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount

depends not only on the institutional design (in this ase: the endogeneity of aid

�ows) but also on the nature of the shok that is responsible for the variation in

domesti saving. In the model with endogenous aid, a transitory produtivity

shok generates a near-zero orrelation between domesti saving and the urrent

aount, in line with the empirial �ndings. Contrary to the empirial �ndings,

the same shok with exogenous aid would produe a positive orrelation. A per-

manent shok however, would result in a negative orrelation: domesti saving

goes up and the urrent aount goes down, both with endogenous and exoge-

nous aid. In what follows, we study how other shoks a�et the relationship

between domesti saving and the urrent aount.

In Figure 5 we plot impulse responses to a positive shok to the endowment

of the Donor eonomy. The shok is passed to the SSA eonomy through in-

reases in foreign aid. On impat onsumption in the SSA eonomy inreases,

there is no e�et on ouput; thus domesti saving falls. Given the high debt ad-

justment osts, onsumption smoothing annot be ahieved ompletely through

hanges in external debt. External debt dereases in reation to the shok, while

domesti apital aumulation inreases whih leads to inreases in output in

the following periods. The shok has a positive e�et on the urrent aount on

impat, � even though net exports fall on impat. The shok, hene, indues

opposite movements in net exports and the urrent aount. As an be seen

from the �gure, the shok generates a negative relationship between domesti

saving and the urrent aount. Quantitatively, the model predits that � when

driven by a transitory inrease in the endowment of the Donor eonomy � a 1

perentage point derease in domesti saving inreases the urrent aount of

the SSA eonomy by nearly 5 perentage points on impat.

In Figure 6 we plot impulse responses to a negative shok to the interest rate

that the SSA eonomy pays on its external debt. As the interest rate drops,

households unexpetedly save on debt servie -- net fator inome inreases on

impat. Sine the SSA eonomy now has more resoures, foreign aid drops on

impat; onsumption is smoothed. Domesti investment inreases on impat

and then quikly reverses due to the transitory nature of the shok. With

inreased domesti absorption net exports drop. Driven by the drops in net
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exports and foreign aid, the urrent aount drops on impat. Newly invested

apital beomes produtive in the following period and this is when output and

domesti saving inrease. In the seond period the interest rate reverts bak to

its steady-state level and we see reversals in most maroeonomi aggregates:

net fator inome, domesti investment, foreign aid, and, onsequently, also net

exports and the urrent aount reverse. Both with endogenous and exogenous

aid, the urrent aount moves more than domesti saving. The interest rate

shok generates a positive relationship between domesti saving and the urrent

aount. Quantitatively, the model predits that � when driven by a transitory

derease in the interest on external debt � a 1 perentage point derease in

domesti saving dereases, on impat, the urrent aount of the SSA eonomy

by nearly 17 perentage points when aid is endogenous; the e�et is smaller

when aid is exogenous, around 3 perentage points.

The above analysis reveals that it is essential to identify the soure of vari-

ation in the eonomy in order to be able to investigate the relation between

domesti saving and the urrent aount. Aording to our simple model, if

the major soure of �utuations in the small open eonomy is persistent TFP

shoks, the relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount would

be very di�erent than in the ase in whih transitory shoks move the yle. The

soures of business yle �utuations in developing eonomies are not yet learly

identi�ed. To illustrate, if we take the view by Aguiar and Gopinath (2007)

that volatility in developing ountries is explained mostly by trend TFP shoks

(87%), and transitory TFP shoks explain only 13% of variations in output,

then our model would predit a negative orrelation between domesti saving

and the urrent aount. Instead, Garia-Cio et.al (2010) suggest that persis-

tent shoks explain only 2.5% of TFP volatility and that most ylial variations

in those ountries are explained by stationary TFP shoks and ountry premium

shoks. In this ase our model predits that the orrelation between domesti

saving and the urrent aount is positive.

8 Conlusion

In the 5th edition of the balane of payment manual of the International Mon-

etary Fund (1993) that is harmonized with the System of National Aounts

1993, one an �nd the following statement in Chapter V on Seleted Issues in

Balane of Payments Analysis:

�Thus, to the extent that domesti saving is not mathed by an

inrease in domesti apital aumulation, there will be an inrease

in private or o�ial assets held in the rest of the world.� (IMF, 1993,

page 160)

Aording to the results in this paper, for developing ountries, the above state-

ment does not always hold.

18
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The statement is orret for gross saving. By the aounting identity gross saving is equal

to domesti investment plus the urrent aount.
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Instrumental variables estimation showed that, in a panel of 41 sub-Saharan

Afrian ountries during 1981-2009, domesti saving has a statistially insignif-

iant and quantitatively near zero e�et on the urrent aount. When the

dependent variable is gross domesti apital formation (domesti investment),

the estimated oe�ient on domesti saving is positive, though signi�antly

smaller than unity. Hene domesti saving is not mathed one-to-one by an

inrease in domesti apital aumulation. � But ontrary to what is suggested

by the statement in the IMF's (1993) balane of payment manual: there is no

signi�ant inrease in net foreign assets. Domesti saving leads to an inrease in

net-exports; i.e. there is a signi�ant positive e�et on the trade balane. Yet

domesti saving has no signi�ant e�et on the urrent aount.

For developing ountries in general, least squares estimation shows that the

e�et of domesti saving on net-exports is muh larger than the e�et of domesti

saving on the urrent aount. For three out of the �ve developing regions in

the world, the least squares estimate of the impat that domesti saving has on

the urrent aount is not signi�antly positive. For all �ve regions, the least

squares estimate of the impat that domesti saving has on the trade balane

is positive and signi�antly di�erent from zero at the onventional signi�ane

levels.

We argued that the signi�ant negative orrelation between domesti sav-

ing and net-urrent transfers explains why, even when domesti saving is not

mathed one-to-one by an inrease in domesti apital aumulation, an inrease

in domesti saving may not lead to a signi�ant inrease in the urrent aount.

We provided a DSGE model with endogenously derived urrent transfers to

gain a deeper understanding of the relationship between domesti saving and

the urrent aount in developing ountries. The model enables to study the

relationship between domesti saving and the urrent aount for di�erent types

of shoks. Not all of the shoks onsidered produe a positive orrelation be-

tween domesti saving and the urrent aount, or net exports. The model does

predit a positive orrelation between domesti saving � triggered by transitory

produtivity shoks, like rainfall, as in the IV estimation � and net exports,

though a muh smaller e�et on the urrent aount that an be near zero for

large osts to external debt adjustment. A key take away from the model is that

identi�ation of shoks is ruial: the relationship between domesti saving and

the urrent aount ritially depends on the type of shok that indues the

variation in domesti saving.
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